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ABSTRACT

Characteristics and performance of a solar mobile laboratory for

radiation monitoring and analysis is described. It was designed , constructed

and equipped locally in the physics department of Qatar University by using

the currently available equipment in the department. Gaining experience for

local personal was the main objective of constructing the lab. locally . The

enormous gain of expenses was also an objective. Some mission carried out by

the laboratory are given.

INTRODUCTION

Qatar whose capital is Doha is a peninsula of area about 11500 km2. It

is situated on the west coast of the Arabian Gulf. Before 1991 there was no

safety control or inspection on industrial activities using radio-active sources.

Therefore, establishing a data base for the natural radioactivity in Qatar as well

as radiation monitoring and control is a national interest.

1 Present address, Physics department menoufia University Shibin
El ROOM - EGYPT
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Data base from natural radioactivity can be collected either by static or

by mobile equipment. Data on gamma background in some locations at Doha

were previously studied 1} using a non- mobile high resolution gamma

spectrometer. These data were used to study 2) the effect of the Chernobyl

accident on the environment in Doha city in 1986. Some other data have been

also obtained for radon concentration in Qatar.3l4) Recently, inspection of

safety control and waste disposal regulations followed by Qatar companies

using radioactive sources showed a considerable miss use. Accordingly, a

mobile laboratory for radiation monitoring and surveying as well as sample

collection was highly needed

In the present work , we present the characteristics and performance of

a mobile laboratory for radiation monitoring and analysis. It was designed,

constructed and equipped locally in the physics department of Qatar University

by using the currently available equipment in the department. Gaining

experience for local personal was the main objective of constructing the lab.

locally . The enormous gain of expenses was also an objective.

LABORATORY DESCRIPTION

The laboratory consists of an air conditioned Chevrolet van borrowed

from the ministry of interior. It was equipped with the following :

1-Front scintillation detectors

Three scintillation detectors were fixed on the front bumper of the van at

about 70 cm. height from the ground. They are tilted towards the ground by an

angle of about 30 ° . One of the detectors is mounted in the middle of the

bumper while the two others are mounted on the two ends of the bumper as

shown in figure 1. The axis of these two detectors form an angle of about 120 °
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Fig. I. Three scintillation detectors were fixed on the front bumper of the van
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in the horizontal plane . In this way, the detectors can detect gamma radiation

along the path of the van through an angle greater than 120 °.

Each detector consists of a 2" x 2" Nal(TI) crystal mounted on a

Teledyne photomultiplier tube coupled to an ORTEC 266 photomultiplier base.

The detector was protected from thermal and mechanical damage by

surrounding the crystal- photomultiplier assembly by 4 cm flexible foam before

housing the unit in an aluminum cylinder of about 0.1 cm thickness.

Fig 2 shows a block diagram of electronic modules installed in the van.

All these modules are NIM modules from ORTEC except the multichannel

analyzer. They are housed in one NIM Bin and power supply model 4001A /

4002A.. Each detector was biased by a high voltage power supply (H.V.) model

456. Output pulses from each detector were fed through a preamplifier (P.A.)

model 113 to an amplifier (Amp) model 571 and then to a single channel

analyzer (S.C.A) model 551. The windows of the S.C.A.'s could be adjusted to

select any energy range needed . For simple total gamma radiation monitoring,

the S.C.A.'s were operated in the integral mod after cutting the amplifier noise .

Positive outputs from the three S.C.A's were fed to three inputs of a universal

coincidence model 418A, adjusted for one coincidence requirement, by this

way, the coincidence acts as an Or gate 3) and will develop logic pulses

whose number is equal to the sum of pulses generated from the three detectors

and selected by the three S.C.A's

2-Data acquisition system

Data acquisition from the three detectors was performed using a

personal computer based multichannel analyzer (PCA). It consists of a PCA II

card from NUCLEUS, mounted on a PC/AT computer without a hard disk to

avoid its probable damage while driving the van . The PCA can be operated
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Fig. 2, Top view of the mobile laboratory, shows the block
diagram of the electronic modules installed in the van.



either in the conventional pulse height analyzer mode (PHA) or the

multichannel scaling mode (MCS).

If the laboratory is used to monitor the gamma background from the road

through its way of travel, the MCS mode was used. In this mode, the total

counts from the Or gate representing the sum of counts from the three

detectors are counted during a selected dwell time and monitored on the

screen . The dwell time can be selected from 10 micro second to 60 seconds.

For normal monitoring of roads in the city, a dwell time of 800 ms. was used.

If an increase in the monitored background, is noticed, the PCA can be

switched to the PHA mode to analyze the gamma spectra detected by each

detector. By this way, the nature of radio-nuclei causing the increase in the

background could be identified.

As an example of missions performed by the lab. using these three

scintillation detectors, fig. 3 shows the total counts from the Or gate while the

mobile lab. was monitoring radiation background emitted from the asphalt of

some roads in Doha city. In parts of some roads , an increase in the

background was clearly noticed. Analysis of gamma spectra in situ using the

scintillation detectors showed a complex spectrum which can be attributed to

2 2 6 R 3 a n ( j jts daughters . In this case, samples from the contaminated asphalt

were taken to the university laboratory where its gamma spectrum was

analyzed in a Marinelli beaker using a 10 % efficiency hyper pure Ge detector.

The spectra showed clearly that the asphalt was mainly contaminated with

2 2 6 R 3 a n c j its daughters . No traces of ^ ^ C s or ^ C o were detected . The

total radium content in the contaminated samples was ranging from about 10

to 17 times greater than rock samples taken from the lower layers or the roads.

Owing to the close and continuous cooperation with the civil defense

department at the Ministry of Interior, the source of the contaminated asphalt
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Fig. 3, Total counts from the OR gate as a function of time, during
the path of the lab. on some roads in Doha city.



was located and new radiation free asphalt is now used under continuous

control.

3-Radiation monitoring in air.

Radiation monitoring in air was performed by mounting an EBERLINE

environmental gamma radiation monitor model ERM2 on the roof of the van.

The monitor consists of an energy compensated GM detector coupled to a

data acquisition microcomputer. The power supply of the detector and the

acquisition system is computer controlled and operated directly from the

mains. Normally the monitor is equipped with a back-up battery of 6 volts and 1

amp. hour capacity to operate the monitor for about 40 hours without AC

mains. The original back-up battery was locally replaced by a 6 volt - 4

amp.hour to insure operation of the monitor in the van for about 150 hours

without AC supply .

Data from the detector was continuously , retrieved and monitored on a

personal lab. top. computer in the van. By this way the gamma background was

logged and monitored during the path of the van.

As an example of missions in which the radiation monitoring in air was

useful, fig.3 shows the increase of dose while inspecting the stores of a steal

factory in Doha. The increase in dose was due to the storage of a great number

of nozzles used to pour the melted reinforcing steal. These nozzles were found

to include a considerable amount of uranium and radium. The existence of

these elements in the nozzles is probably to increase its hardness and heat

resistance.

4-Power for equipment,.

Since all equipment in the van are common laboratory equipment

normally powered from ordinary mains, it was necessary to design an

independent, stable 220 volt AC power source in the. In the present work the
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Fig. 4, Dose rate as recorded using the Eberline environmental
gamma radiation monitor, during the path of the lab! in the
steal factory in 0ms saiid city



conventional simple solution of using a petrol AC generator was not

considered. An alternative source of energy using solar radiation was used.

This alternative solution was used for two different objectives. The first was to

introduce the concept of using the solar energy in sunny country where oil is

relatively very cheep. The second objective is to use a relatively light weight

system to supply continuos electric energy in remote areas. This has been

done by using ribbon amorphous silicon solar photovoltaic 5) cells to charge 12

volts batteries and then converting this DC power to stabilized 220 volts AC.

Two groups of solar panels of total area 2.16 m2 were used to charge

two groups of lead acid batteries (commonly used in cars). Each group of

panels consists of 4 separate panels connected in parallel, while each group

of batteries consists of two 60 amp.hour batteries connected in parallel. . Each

panel has 90 cm of length and 30 cm width. Its nominal open circuit voltage is

22 volts , short circuit current is 1.1 ampere , maximum power is 12 watt at

insulation equals 1.00 kw/m2 and temperature equals 20 °c This corresponds

to a photovoltaic / electric power efficiency of the order of 4.5 %. The panels

are fixed horizontally on the roof of the van with a small tilt to the back to

prevent rain water accumulation.

The electric power generated from each group of panels was used to

charge one group of batteries . Fig.2 shows a block diagram of the system used

to convert DC power from batteries to stabilized 220 volts AC. Each group of

batteries were connected to a 500 watts 12 volts DC / 220 volt AC converter.

The converters were selected to have their output wave shape as close as

possible to the shape of a sine wave to operate the computers . They are

commercially available in the local market to be used for operation of

television sets from car batteries during camping.
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The output from each converter was adjusted to be 220 volts by a variable

transformer and then stabilized by an AC stabilizer. By this arrangement, the

stability of the produced AC power was better than 1 %.

4-1 Solar Radiation to 12 Volts DC Power Conversion Efficiency

The solar radiation to 12 V dc power conversion efficiency was obtained

by drawing the I-V characteristic curve at different loads for one group of

panels at a hot sunny day of summer in Doha . The insulation was 1.15 kw/m2

and temperature was 41 °c. At these conditions, the maximum power from the

panels was found to be of the order of 32.5 watt , corresponding to a

solar-photovoltaic efficiency of about 2.6 %. It should be noted that the loss of

efficiency from the nominal value stated before could be attributed to the high

ambient temperature at which the panels were exposed.

5-Auxiliary equipment

In addition to the above mentioned, the van was equipped with a

hyperpure germanium detector, various type of oc, p, y and neutrons survey as

well as dose rate meters. A water proof 3"x3" scintillation detector with 100 feet

isolated cable was also added

6- Future additional equipment

1- Global positioning system with accuracy better than 30 meters and radio

modem for wireless data transmission.

2- External gamma monitor mounted on the laboratory roof top detect gamma

radiation from 1 jiR/hr to 10 000 R/hr. complete with its data acquisition system,

personal computer, non volatile data retention and transceiver modem.
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3- Portable Ge gamma spectrometer with an electrically cooled system and

software for quantitative characterization of radio nuclides in open

contaminated areas for assessment of nuclides deposited during emergencies.

Contamination or environmental activity will be given / unit area or / unit volume

4- Portable 200 MHz pulse oscilloscope

5- Vacuum cleaners for radioactive waste, Top pan electronic balance 2 kg

/0.01g, Rubber boots, Water proof coats with hoods, Portable TV camera,

Portable chargeable lamps, disposable gloves, Different types of fire

extinguishers, Portable air analyzer for surrounding area and toxic gas

analyzer
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